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Name:                                                              

Calling:                                                                
Profile:                                                                   

INT PHY HP SOC MAG MP

Skills:                                                                        
                                                                             
                                                                                  
                                                                                 
Virtue [+                                                           ]
Sin [-                                                                   ]
Itens:                                                                     

[Level:           ]  [Status:           ]

COMPETENCES & SKILLS 
Copy the information of 
your Calling and Profile to 
this blank card from http://
historias.interativas.nom.br/
witchcrafttales/becoming-

an-adventurer or from the Concep Deck of 
your Player’s Log, if you have it. 
_________________________________

HP (Health Points): competence PHY 
(Physique) + 10.

MP (Magic Points): all Occultists begin 
with 6 points.

LEVEL = all characters begin as Skilled 
(SKD); after the first game session, they allowed 
allowed to pick from the list in 12, 3 more skills 
or, if  Sorecerer/ess, 3 Magical Effects; after 
that, they can acquire more skills or magical 
effects as long as they change levels as described 
in EXPERIENCE POINTS (XP): 
Competence Qualitative Level of Knowledge

1 to 3 SKD: Skilled =  6 skills (3 from Calling & 
Profile + 3 freely chosen from 12. LIST OF 
SKILLS)

4 to 5 XPD: Experienced = 10 skills (+ 4 freely 
chosen from 12. LIST OF SKILLS)

6 XPT: Expert = 12 skills on (choose 
freely as many as desired from 12. LIST 
OF SKILLS)

XP: Creativity =                                                         

Management = 

Creativity = 0 to 3 free spending but Valor; 
Management = 0 to 3 Competences only; Ethics = 0 
to 3 Valor only. To increase Competence spend as many 
points as the desired level x3: 1 to 2, 6 points; 2 to 3, 9 
points; 1 to 4, 6+9+12=27 points.

VALOR = choose why your character 
acts the way he or she does, his or her 
Virtue, wich is his or her drive, and his or 
her Sin, wich is his or her doom:
VIRTUES: Humility, Generosity, 
Compassion, Serenity, Temperance, 
Selfconfidence, Iniciative.
SINS: Arrogance, Greed, Envy, Wrath, 
Vice, Indecision, Laziness.
All characters begin with +1 in his or 
her choosen Virtue and -1 in his or her 
Sin. This points can interfere in actions 
related to the character’s Valor, according 
to the character’s decisions. The Master 
decides is these decisions will convey 
more positive or more negative Ethics 
Experience Points (XP), as described 
beside. If the difference between positive 
and negative Valor points reaches -5 or 
negative points reach -21, the character 
turns into NPC.

STATUS 
Pick a numeral card [http://
historias. interativas.nom.br/
sorteadores/numerais] to determine 
your level of  social influence:

[L]=LABOR: common worker - 2 to 6; 
if you get a :( you are ensalved for some 
reason (debts, ethny, so on).

[B]=BOURGEOISE: educated 
commoner with some material confort 
and political influence - 7 to 10.

[A]=ARISTOCRAT: person with noble 
title, considerable political influence and 
powerful contacts - 11 to 12; if you get a :) 
you belong to a high noble powerful family.
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COMPETENCE TEST = Competence Point + 
2D6 or 1 numeral card 

Numeric 
Result

Difficulty/Description

:( Disastrous!!!
2 to 5 Fail
6 to 7 Easy/Mediocre success
8 to 9 Ordinary/Ordinary success

10 to 11 Hard/ Great success
12 to 13 Very Hard/Astaounding 

success
14  on Almost impossible

:) Miraculous!!!

MAGIC = Magic Competence + 2D6 or 1 
numeral card x Knowledge & Intensity Level: 

Intensity 
Level SKilleD eXPerienceD eXPerT

Difficulty 6 to 9 10 to 13 14 to 15
MP Cost* 3 points 6 points 12 points

Duration result 
in rounds

result 
in hours

result 
in days

Targets 1 result at will
Prepare** imediate 1 hour 24 hours

 *MP Recover: 1, 2 or 3 points per hour; nr. 
of hours = Magic Competence test result. 
**Prepare time applies only to sorcerer 
spells. Effects range (distance, area, weigth, 
speed etc) derives from test result plus user’s 
total MP number.

NUMERAL DECK:
www.historias.interativas.nom.br/incorporais/sorteadores/numerais

SKILL/SPELL COM ESP TRA BM

COM: competence + ESP: especialization + TRA: 
traits = BM: base modifier + 1 numeral card

COMBAT = Physique Competence + 
2D6 or 1 numeral card

Kind Difficulty Damage Range
Unnarmed easy 5* --

Melee easy 10* 7m
Range ordinary 12** 150m

Firearms ordinary 24** 700m
* Plus difference betwen attack and defense results.

** Plus difference between result and difficulty
-------------

PROTECTION (use the Itens Deck or 
this Table): 

Material Penalty Damage 
Hold

Hard canvas or 
leather 0 2

Studded hard 
canvas or leather -1 4

Wood, bones, 
pottery  plates -2 6

Chain mail -4 8
Plated mail -5 10

HEALTH (HP): 10 + Physique points 

Health Points Result in Damage/
Fatigue

Recovers/
resting

Total[           ] a 1 Hurt/Tired: normal 
test

PHY/
hour

0 -1 -2 -3 -4 Injured/Exhausted: -1 
in tests PHY/day

-5 -6 -7 -8 -9 Wounded/Extenuated: 
-3 in tests

PHY/
week

-10  -11 -12 -13  -14 Inactive Treatment

-15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 Incounscious Treatment
-21 or less Death --

T
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COMBAT SPECIALIZATION

Kind: [  ]Unarmmed  [  ] Melee [  ] Range

                                                                       

>>Dificulty:                                                     

>>Damage:                                                              

>>PHY:                                                              

>>Especialty:                                                   

>>Trait:                                                           

>>Members:                                                     

>>Throwing:                                                       

>>Range:                                                          

>>Effects:                                                          

                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                                                                                   

                                                                        

                                                                    

MAGIC SPECIALIZATION
Effect: [  ] Astral Projection [  ] Banishment 

[  ] Cognition [  ] Conjuring [  ] Empathy 
[  ] Illusion [  ] Psychokinesis [  ] Sincronicity  

[  ] Transmutation [  ] Vitality

                                                                                                     

Spell/Power:                                                                          

                                                                                                                      

Preparation:                                                                                          

                                                                                                                     

>>SKD:                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

>>XPD:                                                                                                

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

>>XPT:                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

ITEM:                                                

Type:                                                               

[            ] [              ] [           ]

[             ] [               ] [            ]

Effects:                                                                    
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Specializations can be acquired when 
you reach the Experienced [XPD] Level 
with 9 points of  Creativity XP each. 

You can only have 1 specialization per 
skill/magic effect. At level XPD, add 
1; at level Expert [XPT] add 2 to the 
specific skill/magic effect.
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ASSISTANT:

 Name:                                                         
YOU: whenever assist soemone from your group he/

she gets your status bonus for a test.
NPC: takes active role beside you, assinting you in the 
missions; every time your assistant helps you in a test 

you get his/her status bonus. 
+1 LABOR

+2 BOURGEOISE
+3 ARISTOCRAT

-1 LABOR
-2 BOURGEOISE
-3 ARISTOCRAT

YOU: your group must protect you or remediate 
some damage you suffered; every time you get hurts, 

the other character gets your status penalty for 
emotional tests.

NPC: suffers some kind of damage you must 
remediate; every time the victim gets hurt, you get 

his/her status penalty on your emotional tests..

Name:

VICTIM

DONOR

Name:                                                      
YOU: gives your status bonus for the group to 

gather resources, hints, itens and so forth.
NPC: offers resources, hints, itens or anything that 

gives you his/her status bonus.

+1 LABOR
+2 BOURGEOISE
+3 ARISTOCRAT

-1 LABOR
-2 BOURGEOISE
-3 ARISTOCRAT

YOU: get your status bonus to repeat a test in which 
someone from your group failed and gets his/her penalty 

status whenever you need his/her help on a test.  
NPC: competes with you for the same goals; 

the rival gets his/her status bonus to repeat a test 
in which you failed and gets your status penalty 

whenever needs your help on a test.  

Name:

RIVAL

PATRON
 Name:                                                          

YOU:  give your group your status bonus to 
group tests.

NPC: proposes or imposes the misson on you giving 
your group his/her status bonus to group tests.

+1 LABOR
+2 BOURGEOISE
+3 ARISTOCRAT

-1 LABOR
-2 BOURGEOISE
-3 ARISTOCRAT

YOU: get your status bonus to attack someone 
from your group and suffers his/her status penalty 

to resist attacking him/her under unreasonable 
circunstances.

NPC: antagonizes you in some destructive way 
getting his/her status bonus to attack you and 

suffers your status penalty to resist attacking you 
under unreasonable circunstances.

Name:

OPONENT

EVENT/ASPECT BOND:

The Role Bond is triggered by an 
Event. Mark which one:

(   )2.Complicity 
(   )3.Violation
(   )4.Shock 
(   )5.Brand
(   )6.Test 
(   )7.Unknown Arrival
(   )8.Persecution
(   )9.Task
(   )10.Punishment
(   )11.Acknowledgement
(   )12.Reward

of a certain Aspect. Mark which one: 
(   )Emotional 
(   )Spiritual
(   )Material 
(   )Mental

in a positive or negative way giving 
(   )+1  or (   )-1 to tests.

EVENT/ASPECT BOND:

The Role Bond is triggered by an 
Event. Mark which one:

(   )2.Complicity 
(   )3.Violation
(   )4.Shock 
(   )5.Brand
(   )6.Test 
(   )7.Unknown Arrival
(   )8.Persecution
(   )9.Task
(   )10.Punishment
(   )11.Acknowledgement
(   )12.Reward

of a certain Aspect. Mark which one: 
(   )Emotional 
(   )Spiritual
(   )Material 
(   )Mental

in a positive or negative way giving 
(   )+1  or (   )-1 to tests.

EVENT/ASPECT BOND:

The Role Bond is triggered by an 
Event. Mark which one:

(   )2.Complicity 
(   )3.Violation
(   )4.Shock 
(   )5.Brand
(   )6.Test 
(   )7.Unknown Arrival
(   )8.Persecution
(   )9.Task
(   )10.Punishment
(   )11.Acknowledgement
(   )12.Reward

of a certain Aspect. Mark which one: 
(   )Emotional 
(   )Spiritual
(   )Material 
(   )Mental

in a positive or negative way giving 
(   )+1  or (   )-1 to tests. N
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Describe the Problem:                                                      
                                                                                    
                                                                                   

           

    
    1(L)2(B)3(A)             Role:                                            

+
1(L)2(B)3(A) 

Role::              

RECKONING (-1):

Mark the EVENT:
7.Unknown Arrival
8.Persecution
9.Task

Mark the Event’s ASPECT: 
Emotional 
Spiritual
Material 
Mental

Mark if it’s positive or negative: 
0 or -2 to tests.

--

_

           1(L)2(B)3(A)               Role:                                     +
1(L)2(B)3(A) 

Role::              

--

           1(L)2(B)3(A)               Role:                                         +
1(L)2(B)3(A) 

Role::              

--

TRIGGER:

Mark the EVENT:
(   )2.Complicity 
(   )3.Violation

Mark the Event’s ASPECT: 
(   )Emotional 
(   )Spiritual
(   )Material 
(   )Mental

Mark if it’s positive or 
negative: 

(   )+1  or (   )-1 to tests.

SEARCH:

Mark the EVENT:
(   )4.Shock 
(   )5.Brand
(   )6.Test 

Mark the Event’s ASPECT: 
(   )Emotional 
(   )Spiritual
(   )Material 
(   )Mental

Mark if it’s positive or 
negative: 

(   )+1  or (   )-1 to tests. RETURN:

Mark the EVENT:
(   )10.Punishment
(   )11.
Acknowledgement
(   )12.Reward

Mark the Event’s ASPECT: 
(   )Emotional 
(   )Spiritual
(   )Material 
(   )Mental

Mark if it’s positive or 
negative: 

(   )+1  or (   )-1 to tests.

N
ecessary for the C

A
RD

G
A

M
E

, optional 
for the RPG

, not used in the BO
A
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G
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E
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KEEP YOUR 
CARDS HERE

PLAYER’S LOG
CHARACTER SHEET

http://historias.interativas.nom.br/
witchcrafttales/
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